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Upper and lower bounds are given for the genus, r(G, x G2), of the Cartesian 
product of arbitrary graphs G, and G, , in terms of the genera r(G,) and r(G,). 
These bounds are then used to obtain asymptotic results for the cases in which 
G, and Gz are both regular complete k-partite graphs. 
In this note a graph G is a finite l-complex. The genus y(G) of G is the 
minimum genus among the genera of all compact orientable 2-manifolds 
in which G can be imbedded. Given graphs Gi , with vertex sets V(G,) and 
edge sets E(G,), for i = 1,2 respectively, the Cartesian product G, x G, 
has for its vertex set 
V(G x GJ = Kv 3 4: ~1 E V(G), ~2 E V(G2)) 
and for its edge set 
E(G x G2) = {Ku 1 , u2), (~1, ~31: ~1 = u1 and [u2 , u21 E E(G,) 
or u2 = u2 and [ul , q] E E(G,)}. 
The purpose of this note is to give upper and lower bounds for y(G, x G,) 
in terms of y(G,) and y(G,), for arbitrary graphs G1 and G, , and to use 
these bounds to obtain asymptotic results for the cases in which G, and 
G, are both regular complete k-partite graphs. The regular complete 
k-partite graph Kk(,) has km vertices, partitioned into k sets S, ,..., S, 
of m vertices each, with [u, v] E E(Kk(,)) if and only if there exist i and j, 
with i # j, such that u E Si , v E Sj . The jirst Betti number, or cyclomatic 
number, of a connected graph G is given by 93(G) = E - V + 1, where 
E = I E(G)1 and V = I V(G)/. 
Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs [l] have shown that, if G is a 
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graph (connected or not) having k blocks B, ,..., BI, , then y(G) = 
CF=, y(&). We use this result in proving Theorems 1 and 2 below, 
extending their method of proof in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. The genus of G, x G2 satisfies the inequality: 
AG x G) < V,AG,) + V&G,) + ~(~vpvJ. 
Proof. The graph G, x G, contains V, disjoint copies of G, and V, 
disjoint copies of G1 , with each vertex of G1 x Gz belonging to exactly one 
copy of each of G, and G, . Formally, let 
V(G, x G,) = {(oil , vj2): i = I,..., VI ; j = I,..., V,}. 
Let Hi, be the subgraph induced by 
V(Hj,) = {(nil, Ujg): i = I,..., VI}; 
then Hj, is isomorphic to G, , for j = I,..., V, . Similarly, let Hi, be the 
subgraph induced by 
V(H,,) = {(vi1 , uiB): j = l,..., V,}; 
then Hi, is isomorphic to G, , for i = l,..., VI , Note that (zlil , uj2) = 
Hj, n Hi, . 
We now form the graph G* from G1 x Gz by splitting each vertex 
(ai1 , vjz) of G1 x G, into two new vertices, uiil and vijz . Vertex vijl has 
exactly the adjacencies (ai1 , ujz) had within HiI , and vertex uijz has 
exactly the adjacencies (oil , yjz) had within Hi, . The graph G* has the 
same number of edges as G1 x Gz , but twice as many vertices. Also, G* 
consists exactly of VI copies of G, and Vz copies of G, , now all mutually 
disjoint. Hence, by the theorem of Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs, 
y(G*) = V,y(G) + VzAG,). C onsider G* to be imbedded not on one 
manifold of genus y(G*), but on (Y1 + V,) manifolds, in the obvious 
manner. 
We now regain G, x G, , imbedded in one manifold constructed from 
these (V, + V,) manifolds, by extending the technique employed by 
Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs. Corresponding to vertex (uil , viz) 
in G1 x Gz , we now have vertices vii1 and Uijz , contained in graphs Hi1 and 
Hi, minimally imbedded in manifolds Mj, and Mi,, respectively. Take 
open 2-cells Cj, and Ci, in Mi, and Mi,, respectively, with simple 
closed boundary curves Jjl and Ji, such that (C,, u J& n HiI = uiil and 
(Ci, u Jiz) n Hi, = uijz . The situation is pictured in Figure 1. Identify 
Jjl of (M,, - Cjl) with Ji, of (Mi, - Ci,) so that vii1 identifies with vii8 . 
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FIGURE 1 
This gives a manifold Mij = (Mj, - Cjl) u (Mi, - C,,) with an imbedding 
of graphs HiI and Hi, sharing vertex (0. %I , vjz). We make the required V,V, 
such identifications, to regain the graph G, x G, . Consider the (V1 + VJ 
manifolds with which we began this construction as the vertices of the 
complete bipartite graph Ky,,y, . Then each identification corresponds 
to adding an edge of Kvl,y2 . It follows that each time a cycle is completed 
in Kv,,vz there is a contribution of one to the genus of G*. Hence G* is 
imbedded in a manifold of genus V,y(G,) + V,y(G,) + LSY’(K~~,~~), and 
the inequality of the theorem is established. 
THEOREM 2. The genus of Gl x G, satisfies the inequality: 
mNQ4%) + AGA ~2~W + 14%)) G Y(G x GA. 
Proof. We use the same notation employed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let H be the graph formed by taking the union of the graphs Hi,, 
i = l,..., V, , and the graph HI, . Then H is a subgraph of Gr x G, , and 
the blocks of H may be partitioned into the blocks of G1 and V, copies of 
each block of G, . The theorem of Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs 
applies, to give y(H) = I/,y(G,) + y(G,) < y(G, x G,). Interchanging the 
roles of G, and G, , noting that G, x G, = G, x Gz , we obtain 
also, so that the bound of the theorem is established. 
Note that the two bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 coincide if and only if 
one of the graphs G, or G, is the trivial graph Kl , consisting of one vertex. 
Ringel and Youngs [4] have determined the genus of the complete 
graph on n vertices to be 
(n - 3)(n - 4) YVQ = 1 12 1, 
where {x} denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x. Using this 
result, together with the bounds established above, we obtain the following 
asymptotic result: 
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THEOREM 3. For n > ml+E, where E > 0, and n tending to infinity, 
y& x KJ - w4KJ. 
Proof. Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we have: 
maxbv(KJ + y(KJ, ny(Kd + AK,)) < y(L x KJ 
< v&J + my(KJ + -@!(Kd. 
Dividing through by my(K,J, recalling that 
(n - 3)(n - 4) 
YvL) = 1 12 19 
and taking the limit as n --t co, we have: 
so that 
We now consider the Cartesian product of regular complete k-partite 
graphs, i.e., K,(,) x Kktn), for arbitrary natural numbers k. Ringel [2] 
has found the genus for Kz(,) , and Ringel and Youngs [3] have determined 
the genus of K3trn) ; but the genus of Kk(,) , for k > 4 and m > 1, is as yet 
undetermined. Nevertheless, the asymptotic result of Theorem 4 below 
can be established, with the aid of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let F be the number of faces into which a compact orientable 
2-mantfold of genus y is separated by a minimal imbedding qf a connected 
graph G having minimum degree at least three. Let Fi and Vi be the number 
of i-sided faces and vertices of degree i, respectively. Then 
Y(G) = 1 - $ + i ,c (i - 3)(Fi + Vi). 
%>4 
Proof Under the hypotheses, the Euler formula V + F = E + 2(1 - y) 
applies. Multiplying this equation by 3 and using the relations 
F= Ci>aFi) V= &3 Vi, and 2E = xi>3 iFi = Cia3 iVi , we readily 
obtain the result. 
THEOREM 4. For n 3 ml+C, where E > 0, and n tending to infinity, 
y(&(m) x &(vd N kmy(Kh(,,)), for all natural numbers k > 1. 
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We now divide through by kmy(K,(,)) 
We claim that 
and take the limit as n -+ co. 
To see this, note first that, by Lemma 1, 
- 6kn + 12 
Y(KI& 2 




(km - 3)(km - 4) 
12 I 
< k2m2 - lkm + 24 
12 . 
It follows that, for 12 2 ml+E, with E > 0, 
< lim 
n(k2m2 - 7km + 24) 
n+m m(k(k - 1) n2 - 6kn + 12) 
= 0. 
The other limits involved are easily evaluated, and we have: 
so that 
lim Y(K,(,) X K,(,)) = 1 
n-m h4Gd . 
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If we agree to designate the complete graph K, (= Km(,)) by Kl(,) , then, 
due to Theorem 3, Theorem 4 holds for all natural numbers k. 
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